The list of issues was developed as talking-points for a series of formal discussion groups which I have run at various local meetings and national space related conferences. During these discussions, I display numerous images of children or families in future space settlements, science fiction, or similar situations. These images have been omitted, but they are currently available in a powerpoint presentation at MarsHome.org/docs : "First Families in Space Presentation" This will be of interest to anyone who wishes to present the concepts of permanent settlement of space, to the general public.
I.Introduction
The question "When do you think the first baby will be born in Space?" -is a question I have often received after giving a presentation related to Space Settlement to a public audience. That recurring question prompted me to make the following list of topic on issues related to raising children in future space settlements.
I have used this list as topics of discussion a half dozen times, include formal 'open discussion' sessions which I moderated at Mars Society conferences and International Space Development Conferences (ISDC) run by the National Space Society, and other meetings.
II. Outline of Issues
Issues related to raising children in space were divided into these general categories. They will be expanded later. Extra Radiation protection -for both growing children and fertile adults Safety equipment -"child-proof airlocks", etc.
Why

